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Abstract Heterogeneous integration of InP and GaSb on Si substrates holds a huge potential interest in

near-infrared and mid-infrared optoelectronic devices. In this study, 2-inch 180-nm-thick InP and 185-nm-

thick GaSb thin layers were successfully transferred onto the Si substrates to form high-quality and ultra-

smooth InP/Si and GaSb/Si templates using molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and the ion-slicing technique

together with selective chemical etching. The relocation of the implantation-introduced damage in the

sacrificial layer enables the transfer of relatively defect-free InP and GaSb thin films. The sacrificial layers

were completely etched off by selective chemical etching, leaving ultra-smooth epitaxial surfaces with a

roughness of 0.2 nm for the InP/Si template and 0.9 nm for the GaSb/Si template, respectively. Thus, the

chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) process was not required to smooth the surface which usually introduces

particles and chemical contaminations on the transferred templates. Furthermore, the donor substrate is not

consumed and can be recycled to reduce the cost, which provides a paradigm for the sustainable and economic

development of the Si integration platform.
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1 Introduction

Heterogeneous integration of III-V compound semiconductor layers with Si substrates has attracted con-
siderable attention since it has great potential applications for combining the III-V-based optoelectronic
devices with the Si-based microelectronic circuits [1–6]. Most of the III-V compound semiconductors
show substantially higher electron mobility compared with Si [7] and cover a wide spectral window due
to the various band gaps [8, 9]. InP-based materials have played a critical role in fiber-optic systems
within the 1.1–1.6 µm spectral window, while GaSb-based materials are recognized as the most suitable
candidates for high-performance optoelectronics in the 2.0–14 µm mid-infrared range. The heterogeneous
integration of InP and GaSb with Si will promote the development of near and mid-infrared optoelectronic
integration [10, 11].
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In order to achieve the heterogeneous integration of InP and GaSb with Si, different methods have been
developed, such as heterogeneous epitaxial growth, direct wafer bonding, and ion-slicing technique [7,12–
15]. However, the physical constraints between InP, GaSb, and Si, such as the large lattice mismatch (8%
for InP/Si and 12% for GaSb/Si), different polarities and large thermal expansion coefficient mismatch
(73.1% for InP/Si and 165.4% for GaSb/Si), deleteriously limit the quality of InP and GaSb epitaxial
layers directly grown on Si substrates [16–18]. Compared with heterogeneous epitaxial growth, direct
wafer bonding can avoid most of these incompatibilities. The ultrathin GaSb template on Si was realized
by direct wafer bonding through the Al2O3 interlayer and then selectively etched the InAs substrate [19].
Nevertheless, this approach has a relatively high cost since the expensive III-V substrate was completely
etched. Alternatively, the ion-slicing technique, as a novel integration route, was used to transfer the III-V
layers onto the Si substrates, which combines wafer bonding and undercutting using defect engineering by
light ion implantation. Singh et al. [20] successfully transferred the InP layer onto the Si with the surface
roughness of ∼8 nm utilizing the spin-on glass (SOG) interlayer via ion-slicing technique. Recently, a
wafer-scale no-bubble Si-based InP substrate with lateral outgassing trenches has been obtained by the
ion-slicing technique [21]. The donor wafer can be recycled to decrease the cost, but the transferred layer
is normally covered by a residual damaged layer with high surface roughness. In order to improve the
surface quality, the extra surface treatment process, such as chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) which
may increase surface particles and contaminations and cost, is needed after layer transfer to remove the
residual damaged layer and reduce the surface roughness [22]. Moreover, the transferred layer tends to
suffer from implantation-introduced defects, which is hard to be recovered even by high temperature
thermal annealing. Therefore, it remains a challenge to achieve reliable and cost-effective integration for
InP and GaSb with Si.

In this study, molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), ion-slicing technique and selective chemical etching
have been combined to achieve high-quality wafer-scale Si-based InP and GaSb templates. MBE ensures
atomic scale controls of hetero-interfaces between the sacrificial layer and the templates. By adjusting
the ion energy, the ion implantation-introduced defects are mainly confined in the sacrificial layers grown
by MBE. After the ion-slicing process, selective chemical etching was used to remove the sacrificial layers
and exposed the atomically smooth epitaxial surfaces. It can also be used to remove the sacrificial layer
on the donor substrate to expose the atomic flat surface for the next MBE growth. This approach not
only reduces residual defects in the transferred layer and takes advantage of selective chemical etching to
improve the transferred surface conditions without using CMP, but also takes advantage of ion-slicing by
remaining the donor substrates for reuse.

2 Experiment

The schematic diagram of our process flow for InP and GaSb layer transfer is shown in Figure 1. The
2-inch (001) InP and GaSb wafers were used as donor substrates to grow InP (200 nm)/In0.53Ga0.47As
(800 nm)/InP (200 nm) and GaSb (200 nm)/InAs0.91Sb0.09 (600 nm)/GaSb (200 nm) layers by MBE,
respectively. In consideration of lattice mismatch and large selective etching ratio with substrates,
In0.53Ga0.47As and InAs0.91Sb0.09 were selected as sacrificial layers for InP and GaSb [23], respectively.
The as-grown heterostructures and the 4-inch (001) Si substrates covered with 500-nm-thick thermal
SiO2 layers were coated with 10-nm-thick Al2O3 film by atomic layer deposition (ALD) at 200◦C. Al2O3

was used as an intermediate layer for the wafer bonding due to its strong hydrophilic nature. For the
as-grown InP based heterostructures, H ions were implanted at 95 keV with a fluence of 1×1017 cm−2

at room temperature. While for the as-grown GaSb based heterostructures, He ions were pre-implanted
at 120 keV with a fluence of 2×1016 cm−2 followed by 5×1016 cm−2 H ion implantation at 80 keV. The
energy of ion implantation was simulated by stopping and range of ions in matter (SRIM) to confine
that the implantation-introduced defects mainly existing in the sacrificial layers. After implantation,
the as-grown InP and GaSb based heterostructures were directly bonded with Si substrates at room
temperature after O2 plasma activation by using EVG 301 wafer bonder, respectively. Upon subsequent
annealing at 250◦C for the InP/Si bonding pair and 150◦C for the GaSb/Si bonding pair under the N2

atmosphere, the bonded pairs split at the depth within the sacrificial layers, resulting in the structures of
In0.53Ga0.47As (528 nm)/InP (180 nm)/Al2O3 (20 nm)/SiO2 (500 nm)/Si and InAs0.91Sb0.09 (451 nm)
/GaSb (185 nm)/Al2O3 (20 nm)/SiO2 (500 nm)/Si. The thicknesses of the top InP and GaSb layers de-
signed for the donor substrates are 200 nm, however, the actual growth thicknesses are 180-nm-thick InP
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Figure 1 (Color online) Process flow of our scheme for InP and GaSb layers transfer. (a) Heterostructure growth using MBE and

Al2O3 layers deposition in ALD; (b) He/H ions implantation (dotted line indicates the projected range of the ion implantation);

(c) wafer bonding of implanted structures with 4-inch SiO2/Si substrates; (d) layer splitting after thermal annealing; (e) etching

off sacrificial layers by selective chemical etching.

and 185-nm-thick GaSb, respectively, which result from the unstable beam flux and the lack of calibra-
tion of the thickness. The top In0.53Ga0.47As layer and InAs0.91Sb0.09 layer were etched off by chemical
solution H3PO4:H2O2:H2O and C6H8O7:H2O2:H2O, respectively [24–26]. After the selective chemical
etching, the final structures of InP (180 nm)/Al2O3 (20 nm)/SiO2 (500 nm)/Si and GaSb (185 nm)
/Al2O3 (20 nm)/SiO2 (500 nm)/Si were obtained. The structures before and after the selective chemical
etching were characterized by Raman spectroscopy with HORIBA Scientific LabRAM HR, X-ray diffrac-
tion (XRD) with a Philips X’Pert X-ray diffractometer and cross-sectional scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) with JEOL 7800F. The analysis of element composition was characterized by energy dispersive
spectroscopy (EDS) with JEOL 7800F. The surface topography was characterized by an atomic force
microscope (AFM) with Bruker Multimode 8. The quality of the transferred layers was examined by
JEOL 2100F filed-emission high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) and selected area
electron diffraction (SAED).

3 Results and discussions

The splitting of the as-implanted InP and GaSb heterostructures in the ion-slicing technique requires
enough defects introduced by ion implantation in the sacrificial layers. Moreover, sufficient internal
pressure in micro-voids is required to fracture III-V bonds and form III-H or V-H bonds. Given that
the frictional resistance is constant, the ion penetration depth is a linear function of the implantation
energy [27]:

d = CimU, (1)

where d is the penetration depth, U is the implantation energy, C im is a constant associated with implan-
tation ions and the material of implanted layer. For the as-implanted InP heterostructure, the parameter
C im is fitted as about 7–8 nm/keV, while for the as-implanted GaSb heterostructure, C im is about 3–4
nm/keV [28]. Thus, the implantation energy can be easily estimated for the desired implantation depth.
The critical number of implantation ions nc is given by [28]

nc =
8πR3

0δc

3kT

[

1−
3(1 + ν)δc

E

]−1

, (2)

where R0 is the intrinsic void radius, δc is the fracture stress of the as-implanted layer, k is Boltzmann’s
constant with a value of 1.38065×10−23 J/K, ν is Poisson’s ratio and E is Young’s modulus. The
implantation fluence D is related to the value of nc as follows:

D = 2ncnvoidd, (3)
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Table 1 Main parameters of InAs, GaAs, and InSb [29]

InAs GaAs InSb

a (Å) 6.058 5.65 6.479

ν 0.352 0.31 0.35

E (GPa) 51.4 84.8 409

δc (MPa) 2521.46 71.9 100
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Figure 2 (Color online) Ion distribution and DPA profiles simulated by SRIM in the (a) as-grown InP heterostructure and

(b) as-grown GaSb heterostructure.

where nvoid is the number density of intrinsic voids per unit volume of the as-implanted layer, which can
be calculated by

nvoid =
4

a3
, (4)

where a is the lattice constant of the as-implanted layer. For the representative parameters of In0.53Ga0.47-
As and InAs0.91Sb0.09 as Table 1 shown, the calculated values of D are 1.85×1017 cm−2 and 2.875
×1017 cm−2, respectively. However, in this calculation, the coalescence of defects in thermal annealing
is neglected, which leads to getting larger ion fluence than the actual ion fluence for splitting. Hence,
based on the simulation, the lower ion fluence was tried in experiments. Ultimately, the precise critical
ion fluences were confirmed as 1×1017 cm−2 H for InP heterostructure splitting and 2×1016 cm−2 He
followed by 5×1016 cm−2 H for GaSb heterostructure splitting, respectively.

The profiles of the ion distribution and the implantation-introduced damage in terms of displacement
per atom (DPA), simulated by SRIM 2008, are shown in Figures 2(a) and (b). The black line indicates
the H or He ion distribution, while the red line is the DPA introduced by H or He ion implantation.
The peak H concentration (Rp) in the as-grown InP heterostructure locates at depth of ∼750 nm and
the peak H and He concentration in the as-grown GaSb heterostructure locates at depth of ∼670 nm
from the surface. Referring to the thickness of each sample (as noted in Figure 2), it is obvious that H
and He ions are mainly distributed in the sacrificial layers. The peak distances of DPA, ∼660 nm and
∼550 nm in the as-grown InP heterostructure and the as-grown GaSb heterostructure, respectively, are
smaller than the peak distances of H and He concentration. The implantation-introduced damage is well
confined in the sacrificial layers, leaving almost damage-free top InP and GaSb layers.

Following the process flow as shown in Figure 1, a 2-inch wafer-scale InP thin template has been
successfully transferred onto a SiO2/Si substrate. A photo of the InP on the SiO2/Si substrate is shown
in Figure 3(a), in which the InP thin film is highlighted with a white dashed circle. After the layer
transfer, selective chemical etching was used to remove the sacrificial layer. To legibly confirm that the
In0.53Ga0.47As sacrificial layer was completely etched off, Raman spectra measurement was performed on
the transferred layers before and after the selective chemical etching, as shown in Figure 3(b). The (001)
Raman spectra were excited by the 514.5 nm laser which can only penetrate to a depth of ∼60 nm in the
In0.53Ga0.47As layer [30]. Before the selective chemical etching, the weak InAs-like transverse optical (TO)
mode at 221 cm−1 and the distinct InAs-like longitudinal optical (LO) mode at 229 cm−1 appeared, GaAs-
like TO mode at 252 cm−1 and LO mode at 263 cm−1 were also observed in the spectra [31], respectively.
After the selective chemical etching, only the LO and TO modes of InP-like appeared instead of the InAs-
like and the GaAs-like phonon modes, which indicates that the In0.53Ga0.47As layer was entirely removed.
Figure 3(c) shows the XRD rocking curves from the transferred InP (004) plane before and after the
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Figure 3 (Color online) (a) The photo image of a 2-inch wafer-scale InP thin template transferred onto a SiO2/Si substrate. (b)

The Raman spectra of the transferred structure before and after the selective chemical etching. (c) The XRD rocking curves from

the transferred InP (004) plane before and after the selective chemical etching, together with post-annealing at 400◦C. The SEM

images of the transferred structure (d) before and (e) after the selective chemical etching. The AFM images of the (f) as-transferred

In0.53Ga0.47As surface and (g) InP surface after the selective chemical etching.

selective chemical etching, together with post-annealing at 400◦C. Before the selective chemical etching,
the peaks of In0.53Ga0.47As and InP were mismatched due to the poorly optimized growth parameters
(see Appendix A). The peak of In0.53Ga0.47As disappeared after the selective chemical etching, which
indicates that the In0.53Ga0.47As layer has been completely removed, and the full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of the remaining InP template was 256 arcsec. After post-annealing at 400◦C for 0.5 h, the
FWHM was decreased to 208 arcsec, which manifests that annealing at a relatively high temperature
can improve the crystalline quality of the InP thin template. SEM was employed to characterize the
structure before and after the selective chemical etching, as shown in Figures 3(d) and (e), respectively.
Before the selective chemical etching, the distinct hetero-interfaces (In0.53Ga0.47As/InP/SiO2/Si) could
be distinguished except for the thin Al2O3 layer. The top In0.53Ga0.47As sacrificial layer was ∼528 nm
with some particles on the surface, corresponding to layer splitting at the Rp. After the selective chemical
etching, the In0.53Ga0.47As layer was removed and the 180-nm-thick InP layer with a smooth surface was
exposed. The AFM with a scanning area of 5 µm×5 µm was utilized to evaluate the surface root mean
square (RMS) roughness before and after the selective chemical etching, as shown in Figures 3(f) and (g).
The as-transferred structure (before the selective chemical etching) had a surface roughness of 7.3 nm, as
shown in Figure 3(f). The top In0.53Ga0.47As layer was then completely etched off and the resulting InP
surface roughness was 0.2 nm with an obvious atomic step-and-terrace surface, as shown in Figure 3(g),
which is sufficiently smooth for the subsequent epitaxial growth. Moreover, the 2-inch donor InP wafer
can be recycled after removing the rest In0.53Ga0.47As layer by the selective chemical etching.

With the same process flow, a 2-inch wafer-scale GaSb thin template has been successfully transferred
onto a SiO2/Si substrate without large micro-voids, as marked with a dashed circle in Figure 4(a). Due
to the residual particles on the bonding interface, the edge of the template was not transferred. Just as
in the case of InP, Raman spectrum was used to examine the changes of composition before and after
the selective chemical etching, as shown in Figure 4(b). The 514.5 nm laser used in Raman spectra can
only penetrate to a depth of ∼30 nm in InAs0.91Sb0.09 layer [30]. The typical TO and LO modes of InAs
were found to be 217 and 233 cm−1, respectively [32, 33]. The lowest peak at 180 cm−1 is the InSb-like
interface (IF) mode resulting from Sb incorporation in InAs [31,34], corresponding to the InAs0.91Sb0.09
layer of the as-transferred hetero-structure. After the selective chemical etching, the overlapped peaks
at 223 and 226 cm−1 corresponding to the TO and LO modes of GaSb appeared, respectively, were too
close to identify [35,36], which indicates that the InAs0.91Sb0.09 sacrificial layer was etched off completely
and the GaSb layer was exposed. The crystalline quality of the GaSb template was evaluated by XRD
measurements as shown in Figure 4(c). Before the selective chemical etching, the growth parameters of
InAs0.91Sb0.09 and GaSb were not well optimized causing a small deviation of the observed two peaks.
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Figure 4 (Color online) (a) The photo image of a 2-inch wafer-scale GaSb thin template transferred onto a SiO2/Si substrate.

(b) The Raman spectra and (c) the XRD rocking curves from the transferred GaSb (004) plane before and after the selective

chemical etching. The SEM images of the transferred structure (d) before and (e) after the selective chemical etching. The AFM

images of the (f) as-transferred InAs0.91Sb0.09 surface and (g) GaSb surface after the selective chemical etching.

After the selective chemical etching, the InAs0.91Sb0.09 peak disappeared and the FWHM of the GaSb thin
template was 192 arcsec. On the other hand, the structural changes before and after the selective chemical
etching were characterized by SEM. For the as-transferred hetero-structure in Figure 4(d), the thickness
of the top InAs0.91Sb0.09 layer was ∼451 nm, which corresponds to the DPA peak in InAs0.91Sb0.09 layer
in Figure 2(b). After the selective chemical etching, the sacrificial InAs0.91Sb0.09 layer was removed and
the 185-nm-thick GaSb layer was exposed, as shown in Figure 4(e). After removing the InAs0.91Sb0.09
sacrificial layer, the surface roughness was reduced from 15.5 to 0.9 nm, as shown in Figures 4(f) and (g).
Additionally, the donor GaSb wafer can be recycled for next epitaxial growth by etching off the residual
InAs0.91Sb0.09 layer.

It is noted that there are some particles observed in the AFM image after the selective chemical etching.
EDS was used to identify the component of the particles. Figure 5(a) shows the SEM image of one particle
(dotted in white line) and the EDS line scanning. Figures 5(b)–(f) show the plane scanning of Ga, Sb, O,
Si, and Al elements in the range of the particle, respectively. It is obvious that the Ga and Sb elements
aggregate in the particle area, which can be caused by over-etching due to long selective etching time,
resulting in GaSb particles produced by uneven speed and anisotropic of the chemical reaction. The
optimization of etching time and cleaning process should be further performed to obtain a high-quality
surface of the GaSb layer.

The microstructures of the Si-based InP and GaSb were characterized by HRTEM. The cross-sectional
TEM (STEM) images of both hetero-structures are shown in the upper regions of Figures 6(a) and (b),
respectively. In order to increase the conductivity for a clear HRTEM image, an Au layer was deposited
on the surface of the InP layer. The InP layer and the GaSb layer are 180 and 185 nm, respectively,
which are consistent with the results of SEM. The Al2O3 as the bonding layers in both substrates shows
high compactness without any voids, indicating high bonding strength. The crystalline quality of InP
and GaSb layers was evaluated by high-angle annular dark field-STEM (HAADF-STEM) and SAED in
atomic-scale resolution, as shown in the lower regions of Figures 6(a) and (b), respectively. In HAADF-
STEM images, the atoms of InP and GaSb layers are arranged in the regular lattice structure without
any visible misfit dislocations. Additionally, SAED images of both layers show regular and bright spots
rather than diffraction rings, which suggests that the InP and GaSb layers have a perfect single-crystal
structure.

4 Conclusion

In conclusion, the feasibility of InP and GaSb layers transfer using epitaxial growth and the ion-slicing
technique together with selective chemical etching has been demonstrated. The implantation-induced
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damages were mainly confined in the sacrificial layers to increase the quality of transferred InP and
GaSb layers. After layer transfer by ion-slicing, the damaged sacrificial layers were etched off resulting in
ultra-smooth surfaces without CMP, 0.2 nm for InP/Si template and 0.9 nm for GaSb/Si template. The
monolithic integration of high-quality 2-inch 180-nm-thick InP and 185-nm-thick GaSb templates with
4-inch (001) Si has been successfully fabricated. This technique provides a workable route to fabricate
high-quality and ultra-smooth Si-based InP and GaSb heterogeneous templates at a low cost due to the
reusable donor substrate.
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Appendix A

20 nm

Defects

Figure A1 (Color online) STEM image of the In0.53Ga0.47As/InP interface before selective chemical etching.

There are two main influencing factors about the quality of layers, epitaxial growth and ion implantation, respectively. However,

it has been confirmed that the ion implantation process will only broaden the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the InP

template, and has no influence on the shift of peak position. Figure A1 shows the STEM image of the In0.53Ga0.47As/InP interface

before the selective chemical etching. It is obvious that there are some defects along with the interface, which indicates the mismatch

of In0.53Ga0.47As and InP during epitaxial growth. Therefore, it is reasonable that the mismatched peaks of In0.53Ga0.47As and

InP result from the poorly optimized growth parameters of epitaxial growth.
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